Introduction

Challenge
Detect and characterize short duration nonlinearity in transient response data from relatively high order systems.
Proposed Tools and Theory
Zeroed Early-time FFT (ZEFFT) Backwards Extrapolation for Nonlinearity Detection (BEND) Challenge Some systems with bolted joints respond to impulses nonlinearly in the first few cycles followed by a linear decay. Challenge (2) Full nonlinear system identification of structures with joints is extremely difficult. 
Example #1 -Slip: BEND & IBEND
Response at 21.9 ms was curve fit using AMI algorithm. Agreement is excellent at 21.9 ms and at all later times. Backwards extrapolation of 21.9 ms response to time 0 does not agree well suggesting that the system behaves nonlinearly some time before 21.9 ms. IBEND suggests that the system is linear for t > 10-15ms. 
